Introducing TES, Nasarc Technologies’ innovative automated Tip Exchange System. Made up of three components:

- REVOLUTION360® INFINITE ROTATION ROBOTIC MIG TORCH
- AUTOTIP® AUTOMATIC TIP CHANGER
- AUTOCLEAN® ROBOTIC TORCH MAINTENANCE CENTER
AUTOCLEAN®
ROBOTIC TORCH MAINTENANCE CENTER
- Automate Nozzle Reamer
- Automated Nozzle Removal and Replacement
- Automated Tip and Diffuser Cleaning
- Automated Wire Cutter
- Automated Anti-Spatter Sprayer
- Nozzle Gas Flow Sensor

AUTOTIP®
AUTOMATIC TIP CHANGER
- Automated Tip Removal and Disposal
- Automated Contact Tip Replacement
- Easy Tip Cartridge Reloading
- Intuitive User Interface
- Industrial Network Capable

REVOLUTION360®
INFINITE ROTATION ROBOTIC MIG TORCH
- High conductivity rotary power connector (RPC)
- Innovative gooseneck connection
- Robust cable design
- Stainless steel gooseneck
- High Quality Consumables